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Chair Functions
Arm Rest Options 
1D – Adjust arm height 
up and down (press 
down button to move, 
release to lock)
2D – As above, but 
with additional pad 
adjustment (moves in 
and out with button lock)

Back angle adjustment 
2nd lever on the right 
underneath the seat
Push down to activate 
and lean against back 
cushion to adjust, then lift 
lever to lock in required 
position. If left unlocked 
(down) there is also a free 
float mode.

Seat angle adjustment 
The left hand lever 
underneath the seat
Adjust seat angle by 
pushing lever down to 
unlock and use weight to 
adjust. When happy with 
position lift lever up to 
lock into position.

Back Height 
Adjustment 
Integrated ratchet 
system – lift the back up 
with a number of clicks 
for position height.  
To lower, lift to the very 
top height option and 
then it will lower back 
down to the bottom.

Seat height  
The 1st lever found
underneath on the
right of the seat
when seated.
Upwards movement:
lift to raise the seat
(without weight on seat).
Downwards movement:
Lift to lower seat
(with weight on seat).

Seat tilt and back tilt 
Elegant adjustment with 
one movement for both 
– push button to unlock
and use body weight to
adjust, push button
to lock.
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Arm Adjustment 1D

Arm Adjustment 2D

Locking Tilt Lock

Back Adjustment

Back Height Adjust

Synchro Tilt

Sliding Seat



Ava

Dimensions

Providing the latest in ergonomic seating, the Ava high back foam chair features a two lever adjustment system. The contoured waterfall seat edge reduces 

pressure on the lower half of your body and the adjustable backrest creates a comfortable seated position. Strong swivel caster wheels ensure maximum 

mobility around the office, complemented by the sturdy 5 star base. Available in 10 vibrant fabric colours and 10 faux leather colours. 
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Ava Task Chair, 2 lever, black base, no arms

Chair Options: -

+ 1D adjustable arms upgrade

+ 3 Lever upgrade

+ chrome base upgrade

+ 1D arms + 3 lever

+ 1D arms + Chrome base

+ 3 lever + Chrome base

+ 1D arms + 3 lever + Chrome base

Chrome Base

1D Adjustable Arms

Code Code Suffix

Standard 
Fabrics

Faux 
Leather

Fabric
Band A

Fabric
Band B

Fabric
Band C

Fabric
Band D

Fabric
Band E

Fabric
Band F

+FA +FL +A +B +C +D +E +F

Fabric Options Options

Back Adjustment Back Height Adjust Arm Adjustment 1D




